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The aim of this contribution is to show how the known theories of elastic plates 
can be extended in order to describe property arbitrary inhomogeneous of the 
plates materiał for dynamics stability. Each layer being the composite components 
is taken to be inhomogeneous and anisotropic. The perfect contact between the 
components of the plate is assumed. 
l.ANALYSIS 
The analysis will be based on the assumption that the midplane of an undeformed 
plates coincides with the symmetry piane. Averaged equations of motion can be derived 
from the virtual work principle of three-dimensional elastodynamics. Applying the 























The coefficients Fa;h is non- singular, denoting by a;; the inverse mapping, we 
can written Kap as 
(3) 
Now we restrict ourselves to the analysis dynamics stability of a rectangular plates 
which are simply supported on its edges x1 = O, x1 = a, x2 = O, x2 = b. 
We assume that a composite plates consisting of n ortotropic inhomogeneous 
layers. Materiał properties of this plate are assumed to be known being determined by 
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the components of the elasticity tensor field aijkl (-) , which are piecewise constant 
functions, suffering jump discontinuities only across interfaces between materiał 
constituents. The uppers and the lowers layers have the same thickness and are made of 
the same materiał. 
Let us seek the solution of the system of differentia! equations ( 1) in the form: 
(4) 
h m;r w ere: A =-, 
m a 
We see that solution ( 4) fulfils the boundary conditions, and is independent of the 
shape of the functions w mn' 91mn' 92mn which are, SO far, quite unknown. With the 
presuppositions (4) our problem is reduced to seeking the funktions wmn' 91mn' 92mn' 
which are already only functions of the time t. 
We now substitute the assumed solution ( 4) into the differentia} equations system 
( 1 ). After rearrangement we obstain 
d2W,nn (t) + o/ (1- P(t )Jw (t) = O 
dt2 mn Nll rnn 
mn 
(5) 
where: w~n is the angular natural frequency in rad/sec and N:~ is the critical load. 
(6) 
We now assume that P(t) is cosinesoidal force 
P(t) = Sa + Sb cos0t (7) 
This force consists of a stationary part Sa and a periodically varying part Sb cos 8t, 
haveing amplitude Sb and radian frequency 8. Substituting (7) into (5), we arrive at 
the following equation 
(8) 




V - b 
mn - 2(NII -S) mn a 
Equation (8) is known as the Mathieu equation. 
In each particular case the quantities O.mn and v mn can be calculated by using Eq. 
(9). The character of the solution of Eq. (8) depends on the nwnerical values of O.mn 
and v mn . At certain of these quantities the solution gives a vibration which grows with 
time and thereby indicates an unstable condition. By introducing the following 
dimensionless values 
where 
- - 3 3 
Dll = hDII' D22 = hD22' Dllll = Dlh ' D2222 = D22h 
D1,22 = D2211 = D2vl' D1212 = D3h
3 
• 
Therefore the critical load can be written 
where 
N 11 =·Nll (1 + d) mn mn 
a, •• = 2(1 + v1X1 -a1Xt-a2)c2(m1r)2(ntr}2 + 
- k,(1-a,Y(m,r)'[ :: (m,r)' + c'(n,r)' + k,u. J (1-a,i)+ 
-(1-a,)' c'(mr)'[(m,r)' + :: (mr)' +k,U )\1-a,)J 
b •• = [(m,r)' + :: (n,r)' +k,U. J (1-a,i}[ ~(mir)'+ 
+ c' (n,r )' + k,U. J (1-a+ ;, ( v, + ~ )'tm,r )' (n,r )' 






1 + Sb . __ , S1, < 1 + d 
- 2:N 11 1 +d 2:N 11 - 2 
mn mn 
The influence of ratio a 1, a 2 upon areas indicate regions of stability are shown in 
Fig 1. 
0,02 O, 6 O, 10 0,14 
Fig. I. The shaded areas indicate regions of stability. 
m =n"" 1 
k1= 0,5 
k2 = 0,4 
k3 = 0,6 
h. = O, I 
V1= 0,3 
C = 0,5 
(13) 
Values of e_lL, ~ given by coordinates of points in the unshaded areas represent 
2.011 2-'N// 
an unstable condition. 
2. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have outlined a procedure leading from the equations of the linear 
elasticity for inhomogeneous plate-like bodies to the equations of the 2D-theories 
proposed for inhomogeneous plates. Every such procedure takes into account an 
arbitrary but fixed well-known plate kinematics constraints supplemented by an extra 
term which describe the effect of materiał inhomogeneity on plate stiffness. If the 
parameters a 1 and a2 are different from zero then the areas that indicate regions of 
stability are greater than for a 1 = a 2 = O . 
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